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Introduction
This document contains a quick reminder of the aims and approach of the repliCATS project,
followed by some training material on information that is likely to be useful to you when trying
to understand and interpret research claims, and when you are assessing their replicability.

The repliCATS project
The University of Melbourne repliCATS team elicits expert judgements about the replicability
of research claims in the Social and Behavioural Sciences through an online platform using
the IDEA protocol. Judgements are aggregated into measures of reliability and the reasoning
used is analysed. IDEA (“Investigate”, “Discuss”, “Estimate” and “Aggregate”) has been
found to improve judgements under uncertainty. More information about the repliCATS
project is contained in the Plain Language Statement and on the repliCATS website.

The IDEA protocol
This protocol, developed at the University of Melbourne, has been found to improve
judgements under uncertainty. IDEA stands for “Investigate”, “Discuss”, “Estimate” and
“Aggregate”, the four steps in the process of this elicitation.
For repliCATS, the IDEA protocol will involve participants:
1

Independently Investigating the claim, providing their personal judgement on the
replicability of the claim, and commenting on their thinking.

2

Seeing the judgements of the rest of their team, the aggregated judgement and
associated comments, and having a facilitated Discussion with the group. This phase
can resolve uncertainties, and investigate evidence and thinking.

3

Providing a revised Estimate and describing how their thinking has changed.

The repliCATS team will use an Aggregate of the group judgements as the final assessment
of the replicability of the research claim.
More information on the IDEA protocol can be found here.
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Training materials
This document contains information about some of the important issues that impact how we
understand outcomes in published papers. There are two main categories:
●

statistical concepts commonly used in scientific papers; and

●

information from scientific meta-research about the practice and publication of
scientific findings, and previous replication studies

Both of these categories can be important for assessing research claims. For example,
publication bias inflates the proportion of significant effects that are reported in the literature,
and hence the number of Type-I errors.

Statistical concepts
As you read research claims for this project, you will encounter many different statistical
tests and measures. We also refer to statistical concepts in our questions, e.g., “What is the
probability that direct replications of this study would find a statistically significant effect
[p<.05, two-tailed] in the same direction as the original claim?”
This section introduces some of the most relevant statistical concepts. It is far from
exhaustive, and we identify some further resources if you’d like to know more.
The statistical material is mostly adapted from the MOOC provided by Daniel Lakens which
can be found at: https://www.coursera.org/learn/statistical-inferences

P-values
p-values are widely used in the social and behavioural sciences, but they are also commonly
misunderstood. Some common misconceptions include:
●

The inverse probability fallacy falsely equating the probability of data, given the
hypothesis (Pr (D|H) the conditional probability a p-value provides) with the
probability of hypothesis, given the data (Pr (H|D) a different conditional probability)

●

Replication fallacy the false belief that a p-value of .05 means that 95 times out of
100, the observed statistically significant difference will hold up in future
investigations.

●

Effect size fallacy falsely assuming a small p-value necessarily implies a large effect,
when in reality, p-values are a function of both sample size and effect size, and so
neither can be read directly from p.

●

Clinical or practical significance fallacy falsely equating statistically significant with
practical importance and/or clinical meaningfulness.

Things to remember:
The p-value does not tell you the probability that the null-hypothesis is true. Rather, it tells
you about the probability of obtaining the data (or more extreme data) given the null
hypothesis being true. It answers the question “how surprising are these data, or even more
extreme data, under the assumption that there is no true effect?”.
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A p-value larger than 0.05 does not justify the conclusion that there is no (population) effect.
It simply means the data is not surprising if the null hypothesis were true.
A couple of useful pointers:
●
●

Generally speaking, you need larger samples to detect smaller effects.
If there is no true effect (i.e. the null hypothesis is true) then every p-value is equally
likely (a uniform distribution – refer to Daniel Lakens’ video below). So, we have a
chance of alpha of declaring a significant effect when in fact there is no effect.

If these concepts seem unfamiliar then please take a look at the following resources:
What is a p-value? (Video): This video by Daniel Lakens provides a refresher on how to
interpret p-values, and warnings about how not to interpret them. 20 mins
Dance of the p-values (Video): This video by Geoff Cumming demonstrates the limitations of
p-values in making inferences for replication. 11 mins

Type I and Type II Error
When we undertake a study, there are four types of observations we can make when we use
significance tests:
●

We find a significant effect where a true effect exists (true positive)

●

We find a significant effect where no true effect exists (false positive or Type I error)

●

We do not find a significant effect where no true effect exists (true negative)

●

We do not find a significant effect where a true effect exists (false negative or Type II
error).

You can learn more in this video by Daniel Lakens.
Type 1 and Type 2 errors (Video): Video by Daniel Lakens. 18 mins
Type 1 and Type 2 errors (spreadsheet to explore the effect of power, prior plausibility and
alpha levels on Type 1 and Type 2 errors - refer to Daniel’s video). You’ll need to download
this to play with it.

Effect sizes
Effect sizes can be a useful starting point for thinking about the practical significance of the
results. (The effect might be statistically significant, but is it large enough to be meaningful?)
There are likely to be two main types of effect sizes you'll encounter in the research claims
we're evaluating in the repliCATS project:
Unstandardized (or 'raw') effect sizes: measured on a scale that has a substantive meaning
(e.g., number of milliseconds to respond, or the mean difference between two groups,
measured in centimetres, etc.). An advantage of unstandardized effect sizes is that they can
be understood on a substantive level. A disadvantage is that they are hard to evaluate
without knowledge of the specific context, and hard to compare across studies that use
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different scales.
Standardised effect sizes: There are a few types of standardized effect sizes. Measures like
Cohen's d typically convey difference information in units of standard deviation (e.g., a mean
difference divided by the standard deviation). Ostensibly this makes it easier to compare
results across studies using different scales. But it can be harder to give meaning to them on
a substantive level. And even though they are called 'standardized', it is important to
remember that standard deviation is not a standard unit in the same way that kilograms or
metres are.
Other units-free measures like correlations and variance explained convey strength of
associations.
Effect sizes (Video): This video by Daniel Lakens provides a brief introduction to the
importance of effect sizes. 10 mins

Cohen’s d
A standardised effect measure that you are likely to encounter is Cohen’s d. Cohen’s d
measures the standardized difference between the means of two groups, for example, the
control group and a treatment group in an experiment. Formally, it is the difference between
the group means (M1 and M2) divided by the standard deviation (SD, pooled from both
groups or time points).

Cohen’s d ranges from negative infinity to infinity. A Cohen’s d close to zero means there
does not seem to be much of an effect (but again, one should take context into account.
Sometimes a small effect can still be very impactful). There can be much variation between
Cohen’s d values, depending on the design you use.
If you are unfamiliar with how to interpret effect sizes, there are useful benchmarks you can
refer to. It is a subjective judgement, but benchmarks commonly given for Cohen’s d are:
●

0.2 for small effects

●

0.5 for a medium effects

●

0.8 for a large effects

Please note that reliance on a benchmark to tell you whether the effect is ‘small’ or ‘large’
should only be a last resort- they are useful if you don’t have anything better to go from. But
the result will be more informative if you can relate it to comparable effects in the literature.
Cohen’s d (Video): This video provides a brief introduction to Cohen’s d. (8 mins).
Cohen’s d (tool): The following tool can help you to explore Cohen’s d
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Correlation coefficients (r)
The correlation coefficient tells you about the relationship between two variables.
Correlations range from -1 to +1, with 0 indicating no effect.
Again, benchmarks may be useful if you have no idea where to start, but be aware these
benchmarks differ between domains and it’s better to compare these to other similar studies:
●

Small correlation is around 0.1,

●

Medium correlation is around 0.3,

●

Large correlation is around 0.5.

Correlations (Video): a useful introduction into correlations in the R family.
Correlations (tool): The following tool can help you to explore correlation coefficients
Eta squared: η2, η2p and η2G
A common measure of effect size for variance in a model with multiple factors is η2 (eta
squared). Eta squared (η2) describes the proportion of variance attributable to an effect
standardised by the total variance across the sample. In particular, η2 summarises the
variance explained by one factor within an ANOVA design.
There are two variations of this measure for variance: η2p (partial eta squared) and η2G
(generalised eta squared).
Partial eta squared (η2p) describes the proportion of variance that can be attributed to a
particular factor after excluding variance explained by other factors in the model. In a
one-way ANOVA, η2p and η2 will be equal. However, in multiway or repeated measures
ANOVA, will be larger than due to the variance explained by the additional factors.
Because η2p depends on which factors are actually measured in an experimental design, it
will show different apparent effect sizes when some factors are measured in some designs
but not measured in another. This makes it difficult to compare η2p across different studies.
Generalised eta squared (η2G) was developed in order to avoid this issue, accounting for the
variance associated with any measured, non-manipulated factors.
All of these effect size measures are useful in different scenarios, depending on the goals
and design of the research.
●
●
●

η2 describes the variance attributable to a factor as a proportion of the total variance
η2p describes the proportion of variance attributable to a particular factor after
removing variance attributable to other factors in the model
η2G describes the proportion of variance explained after excluding variance
attributable to all manipulated variables but including all non-manipulated factors.

However, note that all of the three measures, η2, η2p, and η2G are upwardly biased. That is,
they tend to overestimate the population parameter, especially when the included sample
size is small).
Epsilon squared ε2 and Omega squared ω2
Two other estimators for variance in a model with multiple factors that are less biased than
η2 are
ε2 (Epsilon squared) and ω2 (omega squared). These estimators also have their partial

and generalised equivalents. ε2 and ω2 are “essentially the same in practice”, as they only
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differ by an amount that will be negligible for most practical purposes. (Carroll & Nordholm,
1975, p. 544)
Both ε2 and ω2 are less biased than η2 , but have a higher level of variance (i.e., they do not
tend to systematically under-estimate the population effect size but have a higher mean
absolute error).

Statistical power
Power is a concept that is often poorly understood. It is formally defined as the probability of
finding a statistically significant effect, assuming a certain study design and a given effect
size. Hence, power depends on the effect for which it is calculated. This renders the power
of a study a somewhat nonsensical concept: For the same study design, the power can be
low to detect a tiny effect, but high to detect a large effect. Power is best understood as a
property of the study design, and not of the data. Historically, the average statistical power of
research published in psychology and other sciences has been low, which combined with
publication bias, has led to replicability problems in the discipline.

Confidence intervals
A confidence interval (e.g. 95% CI) is an interval around a sample outcome. The 95%
implies that if the study were repeated a large (infinite) number of times without bias, 95% of
these intervals would include the population parameter.
What the likelihood is of another single sample mean (e.g. from a replication experiment)
falling within this CI is a different question. This probability is called the Capture Percentage.
It is a common misconception is to think of the Capture Percentage and the confidence
percentage of the Confidence Interval as being the same, which would be true if and only if
your original sample provided the exact population parameter. Of course, in practice, this is
unlikely and unknowable. In general, the Capture Percentage is lower than the confidence
percentage of the Confidence Interval. Consider the 95% CI from an initial study, and a
replication study conducted without bias. On average, there's about an 83% chance that the
initial CI will include the mean from the replication study.
There is a direct relationship between confidence intervals and tests of statistical
significance. For example, if an effect is statistically different from 0 in a two-sided t-test with
an alpha of 0.05, then the 95% CI for the mean difference between the two groups will never
include 0; if 0 is in the CI, then the result is statistically non-significant. A typical short cut to
reading statistical significance figures from CI error bars is to assume that if they don't
overlap, then the results are statistically significant. This is an overly-conservative rule of
thumb for alpha 0.05—in fact, 95% CIs can overlap by up to ~25% and still be statistically
significant at 0.05.

We recommend the video provided below by Geoff Cumming for a simple explanation of
Confidence Intervals.
Confidence Intervals (Video): Explains how to interpret confidence intervals.
Confidence intervals (Tool): This tool can be used to better understand confidence intervals.
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Meta-research findings
Publication Bias
Publication bias may refer to the bias against publishing replication studies, that is, to
journals having policies about accepting only 'original', 'new', 'groundbreaking' research.
Publication bias may also refer to the bias against publishing statistically non-significant, or
negative, results. We usually use the term in this second way. This bias may come from
editors and reviewers, i.e., be externally imposed. Or it may come from authors,
self-selecting out of publishing non-significant results because of anticipated rejection. In
reality, it is likely a combination of these factors.
Fanelli (2012) surveyed the percentage of positive (statistically significant) results in the
published literature across a range of scientific disciplines. Most showed very high rates of
statistically significant findings. Psychology--where over 90% of all published articles are
statistically significant--was highest of all. This percentage is well beyond the expected rate
of statistical significance, given the relatively low average statistical power found in other
surveys of the psychology literature. Roughly speaking, the difference between the
proportion of statistically significant results in the literature and the average statistical power
of that literature, indicates the extent of publication bias. In heavily biased literatures, we
should expect a higher than typical rate of false positives.
Registered Reports, and preregistration more generally, attempt to combat publication bias.
Registered Reports differ from traditional papers in the sense that they are reviewed when
only the study plan is known (that is, the introduction and the method section), and if their
quality is deemed sufficient, they are published îndependent of the eventual outcome. So far
Registered Reports do indeed seem to contain a great many more statistically
non-significant results than typical publications (Scheel et al 2019, Allen and Mehler 2018).

Undisclosed flexibility (Questionable Research Practices)
In their excellent 2011 paper 'False Positive Psychology', Simons, Nelson and Simonsohn
explain how practices like sampling extra data points, transforming variables, or excluding
outliers after checking statistical significance and in the hope of meeting a particular
threshold, increases the false positive rate and inflates effect sizes.
Questionable Research Practices (QRPs) range from extreme actions like fabricating data
and fraud, to unwittingly employing transformations or tests in a way that inflates positive
rates. When we talk about QRPs we mean to include practices like p-hacking, cherry picking,
and HARKing. Whilst scientific fraud is indeed more common than we once thought, it is still
quite rare. These other QRPs, however, are surprisingly common, as repeated self-report
surveys have shown (John et al 2012, Agnoli et al 2017, Fraser et al 2018).

Replication rates
Over the last 4-5 years, large scale replication studies have on the whole found low
replication rates (despite having designs with a high power for finding the original, or smaller,
effect size). The first of these--The Reproducibility Project Psychology (RPP)--obtained a
statistically significant result in the same direction as the original study in only 36% of cases
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(i.e., in 35/97 replications). Moreover, the effect size was on average about half the size of
the original studies (OSC, 2015)
Since then there have been several others studies of this kind, in economics (Camerer et al
2016), personality psychology (Soto et al 2019), experimental philosophy (Cova et al 2018),
cancer biology (Errington et al 2014), and in social science papers published in Science and
Nature (Camerer et al, 2018). There have also been multiple rounds of Many Labs projects,
where as the name suggests, several independent researchers repeat the same study (e.g.,
Many Labs 1 Klein et al, 2014). Combined, these replication studies suggests that the
current body of literature is, on average, overestimating the proportion and size of population
effects.

Plausibility
To assess a certain study, it is important to take the plausibility of the effect being true into
account as well. It makes sense to take prior knowledge or prior expectations into account:
seldom does one start completely blank when reading a study. Thus, someone may be
confident of a certain effect to replicate for study A, but the same person could be justifiably
unconvinced for the exact same results for another study. Basically, this could be
summarized in five words: Extraordinary claims require extraordinary evidence.
Note that this point has also been highlighted in the list of ‘things to consider’ in the Guide to
Round 1. Background ideas about plausibility, where they have been informed by prior
experience and evidence, can be a very important factor.

As we said at the beginning of this document, this isn’t an exhaustive list of things that might
help inform your estimates, but hopefully you will find the other links and references useful.
If you feel there is something crucial we have missed / overlooked please contact us
repliCATS-contact@unimelb.edu.au

Want to know more?
The above sections aim to provide a few simple tools regarding some common statistics you
might encounter and inferences you might be inclined to make. Much of the statistical
material is modelled from Daniel Laken’s Coursera course, which we recommend if you feel
that you need a complete refresher.
We could not cover all of the statistics you are likely to encounter. However, below we have
included some useful videos that may help you in predicting replication.
Additional tutorials:
Frequentism, Likelihoods, Bayesian Statistics (Daniel Lakens- 9min)
Confidence intervals (Daniel Lakens- 12min)
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Sample size justification (Daniel Lakens – 11min)
P-curve analysis (Daniel Lakens 9 min)
Replications (Daniel Lakens- 13min)
Likelihoods (Daniel Lakens- 16min)
Binomial Bayesian Inference (Daniel Lakens – 14min)
Bayesian Thinking (Daniel Lakens – 11min)
Useful tools:
Some useful visualisation tools: https://rpsychologist.com/tag/visualization
APA statistical notation (Sussex University guide). here
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